
VIDEO BUSINESS CARD
TONY PELLEGRINO

Tony is another great guy who runs an

insurance agency. He has an incredible

story to tell. 

VIDEO BUSINESS CARD
MARK VIGGIANI

FULL ARMOR PRODUCTIONS

FOCUS ON MEDIA 

We shot a video Business Card for Mark

Viggiani. Mark is a Real Estate Professional

covering most of NJ, focusing in Monmouth

and Ocean Counties. Mark was fantastic to

work with, and we look forward to

launching his video!

This online course is the brainchild of Jeff

Dingsor and Trevon Gross, Jr. It focuses on

running a business from a Godly perpective,

with module like: How Does God Define

Success? These module will help any

business owner who is struggling with their

faith in the business world.
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FOCUS ON BUSINESS ONLINE COURSE



VIDEO BUSINESS CARD

Mark
Viggiani:

Mark has a great story to tell,
from his father being an
Italian immigrant and
building a successful family
business, to Mark taking over
that business and finally
becoming a top realtor in NJ.

Mark has a clear vision on
how he deals with his clients,
as most of them become
friends if not family!

Watch for Mark's VBC as we
complete the editing
process and lauch his story
to the world!

"My goal everyday
is to wake up and
look in the mirror
and be happy with
the person I'm
looking at."

"I always try to do
what I think is
right."



VIDEO BUSINESS CARD

Tony
Pellegrino

Tony's story is awesome. He is a
consummate professional, who
runs his business with integrity. 

In his video he shares his
philosophy on being successful.

He has a deeply touching and
emotiuonal personal story as
well. 

If you'd like to watch his video
go to:
 https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=WEyvrRvvxoQ

"I've tried to
develop a model
that allows me to
sleep at night..."

"The greatest
sales person is
truly the 'Con
Artist.' and  I
never want to be
in that thing!"



FOCUS ON BUSINESS

 How Does God Define Success?
 Kingdom Economy vs. World
Economy
Profit With A Purpose - Being a
Good Steward

Focus on Business is a 13 module
online course designed to help
followers of Jesus Christ to
maintain their Godly walk while
navigating the dangerous waters
worldly business. 

Module include topics like:
1.
2.

3.

And many more. 

If you are struggling with your faith,
we encourage you to check out this
free online course today.

FOCUS ON BUSINESS



WENDY PRICE - PRESS COMMUNICATIONS
SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN

Wendy is Director of Sales at Press
Communications. We are creating a series of
social media videos to help her with her
online marketing. 

Wendy is a blast to work with.

PRUDENTIAL ADVISORS
SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN

We're working with Zoe from Prudential
creating social media posts for several of
their Financial Planners. 

THE RELENTLESS WARRIOR
PODCAST -COMING SOON

The Relentless Warrior Podcast hosted by Dr.
Rick Young and Jeff Dingsor deals with the
topic of "everyday evil."

Everyday evil is all the things going on around
us in today's society that we are being forced
to accept as good, true and righteous. 



WHY IS TRUTH IMPORTANT?

Truth is important because it provides a
foundation for trust and credibility in all
aspects of life. In personal relationships,
knowing the truth allows individuals to build
trust and establish deeper connections with
one another. In the workplace, honesty and
transparency promote a culture of
accountability and responsibility, which
leads to better decision-making and
improved outcomes.

Unfortunately, in today’s society, truth is
being replaced by lies by our politicians,
judges and advocacy groups. What is good
shall be called evil and evil shall be called
good!

In a spiritual context, truth can bring
individuals closer to a deeper
understanding of the purpose God has set
forth for their life. As Christians, we need to
be living in God’s Truth.

In conclusion, truth is important because it
provides a foundation for trust, credibility,
justice, and wisdom, and is essential for the
functioning of individuals, communities, and
society as a whole, as well as being part of
the Sanctification process..

As a faith based business, our blogs deal not
only with business, but issues of faith as well.

VIDEO BUILDS BRAND AWARENESS

In today’s fast-paced digital age,
businesses need to adapt to new trends and
technologies to stay competitive. One such
trend that has gained immense popularity
over the past few years is video marketing.
Video has become an essential tool for
businesses to promote their products and
services, engage with their audience, and
increase brand awareness.

One of the primary benefits of using video in
your marketing strategy is that it
significantly improves engagement and
conversion rates. Research suggests that
consumers are more likely to engage with
video content than any other type of
content. It’s no secret that attention spans
are decreasing, and videos have the power
to capture and maintain attention longer
than other forms of content.

Moreover, video allows businesses to
showcase their products or services in an
engaging and visually appealing way,
making it more likely that viewers will make
a purchase. Video also creates an
emotional connection with the audience,
which can influence their purchasing
decisions positively.
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